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For businesses working with a small set of third-party vendors, it’s 
easy to remain fully aware of how each vendor fits into the overall 
business strategy and manage them accordingly. For medium 
and large enterprises working with thousands of providers, often 
across multiple territories, it’s an entirely different scenario. 

The value delivered by vendors to any business depends chiefly 
on the service agreements in place that define the business 
relationship. Developing, refining, agreeing and tracking vendor 
contracts is essential for any organization looking to optimize 
these relationships. A recent McKinsey review found that it’s 
common for businesses to have as much as 90% of their revenues 

tied to vendor contracts.1 This makes visibility over the vendor 
contract management process an absolute necessity, particularly 
in today’s increasingly complex global business landscape.

Not only do you need to make sure that your vendors can deliver 
what you require, on time, in the right quantities and at the right 
location, you also need to ensure that they are fully aware of your 
expectations regarding security, safety, regulatory compliance 
and a wide range of industry-specific factors. This makes efficient, 
transparent and consistent contract management all the more 
essential.

THE CHALLENGE: ENSURING HEALTHY VENDOR RELATIONSHIPS

Firm security can be compromised through poor communications protocols 

Lost productivity through manual searches of contracts, rectifying mistakes, etc

Higher operational costs through inefficiency

Lack of visibility over vendor service agreements 

Legal complications over unclear contract terms

Data storage issues – Vendor contracts are lost or hard to locate

Compromised vendor relationships

Missing time-sensitive, business-critical objectives

Exposure to regulatory non-compliance and subsequent fines/sanctions

HOW POOR VENDOR AND CONTRACT 
MANAGEMENT DAMAGES YOUR BUSINESS

VENDOR AND CONTRACT MANAGEMENT



Greatly cut down the time it takes 
to create, approve, sign and store 
contracts.

Make their lives easier through 
better contract management, 
clearer expectations and timely, 
accurate payment scheduling.

Assemble a complete overview of all 
vendors and their contracts, all within 
easy access for all departments, not 
just individual managers or teams.

Protect all contracts and supporting 
documents against loss, tampering 
and unauthorized access.

Streamline and standardize your 
vendor management to unlock 
significant time and cost savings.

Make sure that you’re up to date 
on all data protection and auditing 
regulations. 

With decades of experience, InobitsME offers a depth of experience unmatched across the Middle East. Our dedicated 
consultants are always ready to tailor our solutions specifically to your needs. Not only do we put the right solutions in place, 
we also continue to guide you through your visitor management journey with best practice guidance, training and knowledge 
transfer, consistent support, upgrade planning and more. 

Whether you need us to take on a critical project from beginning to end, or just need a little bit of extra support and guidance 
somewhere along your journey, we have the answers you need.

SPEED THINGS UP

SATISFY YOUR VENDORS

GAIN CLARITY

KEEP IT SECURE

OPTIMIZE YOUR VENDOR 
ECOSYSTEM

ENSURE REGULATORY 
COMPLIANCE

WHY TRUST US WITH YOUR VENDOR AND CONTRACT MANAGEMENT SOLUTION?

The InobitsME Vendor and Contract Management solution 
allows any organization, no matter how large, to gain full 
visibility and control over its vendor ecosystem. Built on 
powerful K2 technology, it provides a fully automated, 
paperless platform that supports regulatory compliance, 
while greatly improving vendor contract security and 
efficiency, reducing contract execution time and costs.

With it, you can maintain contracts with certified and 
approved vendors, review and collaborate with relevant 
stakeholders, approve contracts and give authorized 
personnel the ability to sign contracts electronically. 
Vendor registration, approval and categorization are also 
available, with additional options to set vendor scoring and 

performance evaluation for better future engagements and 
contracts. Registered vendors will have access to view their 
details, review and sign their contracts and if required, the 
ability to submit bids for active RFPs/ RFQs they have access 
to.

This solution ensures that throughout the contract lifecycle, 
you won’t miss important contract terms, or renewal 
deadlines. The system automatically reminds contract 
owners of expiry dates and escalations for critical decisions 
to ensure continuity and avoid service interruptions. Finally, 
contracts and supporting documents are electronically 
and securely saved within the solution repository for future 
reference.

InobitsME Vendor and Contract Management

THE SOLUTION

THE OUTCOME

1 McKinsey, Contracting for performance: Unlocking additional value, May 2018
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